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Summary. 1. Spatial processing of visual signals in 
the fly's movement-detecting pathway was studied by 
recording the responses of directionally-selective 
movement-detecting (DSMD) neurons in the lobula 
plate. The summarized results pertain to a type of 
neuron which preferentially responds to horizontal 
movement directed toward the animal's midline. 
Three kinds of visual stimuli were used: moving grat- 
ings, reversing-contrast gratings and reversing-con- 
trast bars. 

2. Contrast-sensitivity functions were measured 
for reversing-contrast gratings. With horizontally-or- 
iented gratings, sensitivity is maximum at the low- 
spatial-frequency end and falls off toward high fre- 
quencies. With vertically-oriented gratings, sensitivity 
is maximum at an intermediate spatial frequency 
(Fig. 7). These results are consistent with a neural 
organization in which the DSMD neuron receives 
its input through an array of small-field (" sampling") 
units, each unit having a receptive field comprising 
an excitatory centre and horizontally-extending inhib- 
itory flanks (Fig. 17). 

3. Threshold contrast functions were measured for 
reversing-contrast bars (Figs. 11 and 12). The results 
for horizontally-oriented bars differ from those for 
vertically-oriented bars in a way that is consistent 
with the hypothesized neural organization. 

4. Response to horizontally-moving, vertically- 
oriented gratings of various spatial frequencies were 
measured (Figs. 13 and 14) and the results used to 
infer the azimuthal angle A~ between the visual axes 
of sampling units participating in directionally-selec- 
tire movement detection (Fig. 18). At a mean lumin- 
ance of 10 cd/m e, the inferred value of A'~ is appro- 
ximately equal to the angle between the visual axes of 
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adjacent ommatidia of a horizontal row, in the fron- 
tal eye region (Figs. 14, 18). 

5. When the level of ambient light is decreased, 
the response characteristics of the DSMD neuron 
change in a way which suggests that, within the eye, 
the neural representation of the visual scene becomes 
coarser than the ommatidial mosaic. When mean 
luminance is lowered by 3 log units (from 10 cd/m 2 to 
0.01 cd/m 2) the altered response characteristics sug- 
gest neuronal modifications such that the excitatory 
centres of the sampling units' receptive fields become 
50 % wider (Figs. 7 and 17), the inhibitory flanks 
become weaker and more diffuse, and A 4 increases 
by 30 % (Figs. 14 and 18). Neuronal mechanisms that 
might mediate such changes are proposed and dis- 
cussed. 

6. The experimentally-measured characteristics of 
the DSMD neuron are compared with theoretically- 
predicted characteristics of an ideal movement detec- 
tor, designed for optimum performance. This compar- 
ison suggests that the fly's movement-detecting path- 
way prefilters visual signals in such a way as to extract 
the most reliable movement cues, and that it analyzes 
the filtered information in a way that achieves maxi- 
mum directional selectivity. The characteristics of the 
movement-detecting pathway vary with luminance in 
a way that ensures the best attainable performance 
at each level of ambient light (Fig. 21). 

Introduction 

The lobula plate of the fly contains neurons which 
are exquisitely sensitive to movement. These neurons 
are few in number, they have large visual fields - 
typically covering the entire eye and their responses 
are selective to direction of movement (Bishop et al., 
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1968; Dvorak et al., 1975; Hausen, 1976). They can 
be broadly divided into two groups, those responding 
to motion in the horizontal direction, and those re- 
sponding to motion in the vertical direction (Bishop 
et al., 1968). It is believed that the neurons that re- 
spond to horizontal movement are involved in visual- 
ly-guided course control, detecting deviations from 
the intended course, and issuing corrective commands 
to the flight control system (Bishop and Keehn, 1967; 
Eckert, 1980). 

The sensitivity of these neurons to movement, the 
directional selectivity of the responses, and the rela- 
tive ease with which responses can be recorded, makes 
these neurons attractive subjects in which to study 
the filtering and analysis of visual information by 
a neural pathway that is specialized to detect specifi- 
cally-directed movement. 

This study describes how visual information is 
spatially filtered prior to detecting movement, and 
how the filtered information is subsequently analyzed 
to determine direction of motion. It also examines 
luminance-dependent changes in the characteristics 
of movement detection, and attempts to interpret 
these changes in terms of neuronal circuitry. The func- 
tional significance of the experimentally observed 
characteristics is explored by comparing them with 
those expected from an ideal directionally-selective 
movement detector, designed for optimum perfor- 
mance. 

Materials and Methods 

Stimuli 

Visual stimuli were created on the screen of a Tektronix 604 CRT 
display oscilloscope, connected to a DEC PDP 11-03 digital com- 
puter via a home-buil t  display interface. The interface created a 
1,024 line raster on the CRT on which gratings or bars, oriented 
parallel to the line elements of  the raster, were displayed. The 
intensity of  each line element could be set to any one of  800 
different levels. 12 adjoining line elements together create a bar 
with a width of one degree of visual angle. 

Three kinds of  st imulus were used: 
(a) Reversing-contrast  grating. This is a grating with a spatially 

sinusoidal intensity-profile, which reverses its contrast  abruptly 
and periodically in time. 

(b) Moving grating. This is a grating with a spatially sinusoidal 
intensity-profile, which drifts to the left or to the right at constant  
speed. 

(c) Reversing-contrast  bar. This is a bar with an intensity 
that varies sinnsoidally with time, above and below a mean intensity 
equal to that of the  background.  

For gratings, the variable parameters are: 

/max - -  Imin 
(i) Contrast,  C, defined as /max--Imilm' where I ..... and /rain a re  

the intensities of the peak and trough respectively of the sinusoidal 
intensity-profile of the grating. Contrast  could be varied from 0 to 
1 in steps of 0.0025. 

(ii) Spatial frequency v, in cycles per degree, defined as the 
angular spatial frequency at the centre of  the grating, as seen 
by the fly. v could be varied from 0 to 6.4 cycles/degree in steps 
of  0.0125. Geometrical distortion of the grating, arising from the 
fact that the screen is not  curved around the fly but  flat, causes 
the angular  spatial frequency of the grating as seen by the fly, 
to increase by 25% in going from the centre to the periphery 
of the screen. 

(iii) Temporal  frequency, f, in Hz. In the case of a reversing 
contrast grating, it specifies the frequency of contrast reversals; 
e.g. 5 Hz implies 10 reversals/s. In the case of a moving grating, 
it specifies the temporal frequency of (sinusoidal) intensity fluctua- 
tions created by the moving grating at a fixed point in space. 
v and f together determine the angular  speed of  the grating, which 
is given by (f/v) degrees/s. 

For bars, the variable parameters are: 
(i) Contrast,  C, defined as before, with Imax and Imln now 

referring to the m a x i m u m  and min imum intensities of  the bar 
as the intensity varies sinusoidally in time. 

(ii) Width of  bar W, in degrees. 
(iii) Temporal  frequency, f, in Hz. This specifies the frequency 

at which the intensity of  the bar fluctuates in time. 
For all types of stimuli, the mean luminance of the screen, L, 

/max +/min defined as , was set at 10 cd/m 2. This level ensured that 
2 

operation of the phosphor  was linear to within 3 % for all con- 
trasts ranging from 0 to 1. The mean  luminance was lowered, if 
desired, by placing neutral density filters between the CRT and the 
eye. The CRT had a P31 phosphor  with an emission spectrum 
peaking at 535 nm and with half-intensity points at 500 nm and 
565 nm, measured in photometric units (Dvorak et al., 1980) 
This spectrum is well suited for stimulating the R1-6  photore- 
ceptors, which are thought  to provide the  principal input to the 
movement-detecting neurons (Bishop, 1969; Kirschfeld, 1972; Mc- 
Cann  and Arnett, 1972; Lillywhite and Dvorak, in press). 

The experimental fly was positioned so that its eyes were 10 cm 
in front of  the screen of the CRT. For most  of  the experiments, 
the screen was fitted with a circular aperture 10 cm in diameter, 
so that the grating subtended a visual angle of  53 ~ In special 
cases, specifically mentioned in the text, the aperture was reduced 
to 5 cm, corresponding to a subtense of 28 ~ 

The display CRT was mounted  on a stand which enabled 
rotation about  an axis perpendicular to the face of the CRT, pass- 
ing through the centre of  the aperture. Thus,  the stimulus could 
be presented at any desired orientation. In addition, orthogonal  
orientations could be obtained by a switching arrangement which 
interchanged the X and Y input signals of  the CRT. 

Preparation and Recording 

Experiments were performed on female specimens of the sheep 
blowfly, Lucilia sericata, 7 to 28 days post-emergence. The anaes- 
thetized fly was secured to a small mound  of dental periphery 
wax resting on a stand. The legs, wings and halteres were immobi-  
lized with beeswax. A small area of exoskeleton, covering the poste- 
rior part  of  the left optic lobe, was removed with a microscalpel, 
and the underlying fatty tissue carefully pushed aside to expose 
a small portion of the posterior surface of the optic lobe. A tungsten 
microelectrode (Hubel, 1957) was used to record extracellular ac- 
tion potentials. The electrode was positioned with reference to 
the branching pattern of the tracheae, which provided reliable 
landmarks  and enabled us to probe the same region of the lobula 
plate in each preparation. 

After a single unit was isolated and its preferred direction 
noted, a high contrast  test grating was used to find the most  
responsive part  of  the uni t ' s  receptive field. The animal was then 
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left undisturbed for 15 20 rain, during which time it viewed a 
blank field with luminance equal to the mean luminance of  the 
visual stimuli that  were to follow. Experiments were then com- 
menced if the preparation showed no signs of  becoming unstable. 
If the mean luminance was manipulated during the course of an 
experiment, a waiting period of 20 rain was used to allow the 
eye to adapt  to the new level of  luminance. Dur ing this period 
the eye viewed a blank field at the new level of  luminance. Fur ther  
details of  preparation and recording can be found in Dvorak et al. 
(198o). 

Data Analysis and Measurement of Threshold Contrast 

Action potentials from the isolated unit were amplified, displayed 
on an oscilloscope, and fed into the computer  for analysis. Each 
experimental run typically consisted of 4 trials, at the end of  which 
the computer  produced either an ensemble-averaged histogram, 
or a cumulative histogram, of action potential occurrence versus 
time. The duration of a trial, the number  of  trials in the run, 
and the number  of  bins in the histogram could be selected by 
the experimenter. 

In the experiments with moving gratings, each experimental 
trial typically consisted of  four 5-s periods: (i) stationary grating, 
(it) movement  in the null direction, (iii) stationary grating, (iv) 
movement  in the preferred direction. The computer  counted the 
number  of  spikes that  occurred during each 5-s period. In the 
experiments with reversing-contrast gratings, each trial typically 
consisted of an initial 5-s period during which the grating did 
not  change, followed by another  5-s period during which it reversed 
at the specified temporal  frequency. In the experiments with revers- 
ing-contrast bars, each trial typically consisted of an initial 5-s 
period during which only the background was displayed (i.e. a 
blank field), followed by a 5-s period during which the intensity- 
modulated bar was superimposed upon the background.  

In each case, the response of the neuron was measured as 
the average number  of  spikes that occurred during the 5-s st imulus 
period, minus  the average number  of  spikes that occurred spontan-  
eously during the preceding 5-s period in which there was no 
stimulus. In some instances 10-s periods were used (e.g. Fig. 5). 

Threshold contrast was defined as the contrast required to 
evoke a criterion response, and contrast  sensitivity was defined 
as the reciprocal of  threshold contrast. A criterion response of 
10 spikes was used in all the measurements  of  contrast  sensitivity 
reported here. Preliminary experiments revealed no significant dif- 
ferences in the shapes of the measured contrast-sensitivity functions 
when half  or double the usual criterion was used. 

In measuring contrast  sensitivity functions, spatial frequencies 
were chosen in random order, and measurements  at a s tandard 
spatial frequency (usually 0.05 cycles/degree) were frequently inter- 
leaved in order to ensure that  the preparation was stable and 
sensitivity had not  changed. 

Results 

The Ext?erimental Neuron 

In their survey of the lobula plate Bishop et al. (1968) 
reported eight classes of directionally-selective mo- 
tion-detecting units. Cells were grouped according to 
their receptive field location (ipsilateral or contrala- 
teral) and direction of preferred movement (up or 
down, right-to-left, or left-to-right). In the early stages 

of the present study these functional classes were regu- 
larly encountered. However, after sampling many ani- 
mals, it became obvious that one type of neuron was 
consistently the easiest to isolate and produced the 
largest extracellular spikes (400 700 gV). This unit, 
a type IIal according to the scheme of Bishop et al. 
(1968), was maximally sensitive to horizontal, lateral- 
to-medial movement presented anywhere in the lower 
60 70% of the contralateral compound eye. The cell 
had a specific recording locus which was recognizable 
with reference to the pattern of tracheal branching 
on the posterior surface of the lobula plate. Responses 
from this neuron were always associated with spikes 
of smaller amplitude from a unit sensitive to down- 
ward movement presented ipsilaterally. 

Considering the position of our recording elec- 
trode in the lobula plate, and the results of recent 
double-electrode experiments by Eckert (in prep.), we 
believe that our recordings are from the H1 neuron 
first described by Hausen (1976). There are only two 
such cells in the fly's visual system. They form a 
symmetrical pair, one having its visual field in the 
left eye, the other in the right eye. Whether or not 
our recordings were actually from this cell exclusively 
can be unequivocally answered only by dye injection 
experiments, which were not part of the present inves- 
tigation. Nevertheless, the data from different prepa- 
rations are sufficiently consistent that we feel justified 
in assuming that our results represent a physiologi- 
cally homogeneous population of neurons, if not a 
single neuron. All of the experiments described in 
this paper were performed on this type of neuron, 
except where specifically indicated otherwise. For  
convenience, we shall refer to our experimental neu- 
ron as the H1 DSMD (directionally selective move- 
ment detector), bearing in mind the above qualifica- 
tion. 

Bishop et al. (1968) reported that the movement 
sensitivity of the type IIal unit has a broad peak 
approximately 50-70 ~ in diameter, centered on the 
frontal part of the compound eye slightly below the 
equator. This finding was confirmed by preliminary 
experiments in the present study. In the results that 
follow, each animal was positioned such that the 53 ~ 
diameter stimulus was approximately centered upon 
the peak of this sensitivity profile. 

The average response histogram of Fig. 1 illus- 
trates the response of the H1 DSMD when the stimu- 
lus is a vertically-oriented grating moving horizontal- 
ly, with contrast well above threshold. The histogram 
shows the result of averaging 10 repetitions of a stimu- 
lus sequence consisting of the following phases: sta- 
tionary, movement in preferred direction, stationary, 
movement in null direction. During the stationary 
period, the neuron fires spontaneously at a rate of 
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Fig. 1. Response of the H1 DSMD to motion in the preferred 
and null directions. The stimulus is a vertically-oriented grating, 
which undergoes four consecutive 1-s phases: (i) stationary, (ii) 
movement in preferred direction, (iii) stationary, (iv) movement 
in null direction. Ensemble average of 10 trials. Stimulus parame- 
ters: L= 10 cd/m 2, C=0.94, v =0.05 cycles/degree, f =  1.I7 Hz 

3-8 spikes/s.  W h e n  the gra t ing  drif ts  in the p re fe r red  
d i rec t ion  a m a i n t a i n e d  u n m o d u l a t e d  d ischarge  at fre- 
quencies a p p r o a c h i n g  200 Hz  is elicited. W h e n  the 
gra t ing  drif ts  in the null  d i rec t ion  the spon t aneous  
d ischarge  of  the neuron  is suppressed.  

Directional Selectivity 

Figure  2 i l lustrates  d i rec t iona l  selectivity o f  the H1 
D S M D  by showing a p o l a r  p lo t  o f  evoked  response  
versus d i rec t ion  o f  movement .  The  response  depends  
u p o n  di rec t ion ,  and  is m a x i m u m  when m o t i o n  is in- 
wa rd  (i.e. t o w a r d  the midl ine)  and  d i rec ted  app rox i -  
mate ly  10 ~ be low hor izon ta l .  I t  wou ld  a p p e a r  tha t  
the response  o f  the H1 D S M D  encodes  the vec tor  
c o m p o n e n t  o f  m o t i o n  a long  the p re fe r red  di rect ion.  
The  dashed  circle shows, for  compar i son ,  the response  
tha t  wou ld  theore t ica l ly  be expected  f rom a neu ron  
which  signals the  vec tor  c o m p o n e n t  of  m o t i o n  a long  
this d i rec t ion  (H). Bishop et al. (1968) r epor t  s imilar  
results  for  a type  I I a l  unit .  In  all exper iments  per ta in -  
ing to the H1 D S M D ,  we shall  refer to the p re fe r red  
d i rec t ion  as " h o r i z o n t a l "  and  the d i rec t ion  perpen-  
d icu la r  to it as " v e r t i c a l " ,  with the unde r s t a nd ing  
tha t  these d i rec t ions  are 10 ~ away  f rom the t rue hor i -  
zonta l  and  ver t ical ,  respectively.  

D i rec t iona l  selectivity of  the H1 D S M D  is p o o r  
when the con t r a s t  of  the gra t ing  is low. This  is illus- 
t r a t ed  in Fig.  3. A t  very low cont ras t ,  m o t i o n  in ei ther  
the p re fe r red  or  the null  d i rec t ion  causes the n e u r o n ' s  
f ir ing rate  to rise above  the spon t aneous  level. This  
d i rec t ion- insens i t ive  response  is no t  evoked  by m o t i o n  
per se, but  ra ther  by the t e m p o r a l  f luc tua t ions  o f  
in tensi ty  (fl icker) tha t  each p h o t o r e c e p t o r  sees as the 
gra t ing  moves  across  its visual  field. A t  th resho ld  
cont ras t ,  the response  of  the neuron  is d o m i n a t e d  
by this d i rec t ion- insens i t ive  componen t .  As  the con-  
t ras t  of  the gra t ing  is increased,  the response  includes  
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Fig. 2. Directional selectivity of the HI DSMD. The stimulus is 
a grating, moving along a direction perpendicular to its orientation. 
Parameters: L 10cd/m 2, C-0.1, v-0.05 cycles/degree, f 
1.17 Hz. The figure shows a polar plot of response versus direction 
of movement. The response is the average, over 4 trials, of the 
number of spikes that occur during a 5-s period in which the 
grating moves. Data pooled from 4 animals (mean_+s.d.), where 
the data from each animal is normalized to 200 spikes along the 
horizontal leftward direction. Bar: 40 spikes. Dot-dashed line, la- 
belled H, indicates approximate preferred direction (leftward, 10 ~ 
below horizontal). Dot-dashed line labelled V is perpendicular to 
H. Dashed circle depicts the function 200 cos (O-10~ It repre- 
sents the response theoretically expected from a detector which 
signals the component of movement along the preferred direction 
(H) 

o 

S N S P 

Contrast --> 0.0 l ,  0.10 0.20 0 .30 

Fig. 3. Directional selectivity of the H1 DSMD at various contrasts. 
Stimulus is a vertically oriented grating which undergoes four con- 
secutive 5-s phases: (i) stationary (S), (ii) movement in null direc- 
tion (N), (iii) stationary (S), (iv) movement in preferred direction 
(P). Bins show number of spikes occurring during each phase 
(mean +s.d., 4 trials) 

a d i rec t ion-sens i t ive  c o m p o n e n t  which becomes  in- 

creas ingly  p r o m i n e n t  and  domina te s  the neu ron ' s  re- 
sponse at  high cont ras t .  

Reversing-Contrast Gratings 

The di rec t ion- insens i t ive  c o m p o n e n t  o f  the neuron ' s  
response  can be i so la ted  by using a s t imulus  in which 
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Fig. 4. Histogram of response evoked in H1 DSMD by a vertically 
oriented reversing-contrast grating, accumulated over 8 trials. Stim- 
ulus parameters : L = 10 cd/m z, C = 1.0, v = 0.05 cycles/degree, f =  
1.0 Hz. Lower trace: instants of time at which the grating reverses 
contrast 
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Fig, 5. Response-versus-contrast functions for a H1 DSMD, mea- 
sured using vertically-oriented reversing-contrast gratings of  three 
different spatial frequencies: 0.0125 cycles/degree (squares), 0.025 
cycles/degree (triangles), 0.1 cycles/degree (circles). For all gratings 
L=lOcd/m z, f = l . 0 H z .  Response is measured as described in 
"Methods" ,  using 5-s bins. Each data point represents the mean 
of 4 measurements 

there is temporal variation of intensity, but no move- 
ment (Geiger and Poggio, 1975). One such stimulus 
is a grating which is stationary, but reverses its con- 
trast periodically in time. Figure 4 shows the response 
evoked by a reversing-contrast grating. The response 
is phasic in nature. Each reversal of contrast produces 
a transient burst of impulses, and there is some habit- 
uation of the response during the first few reversals. 

The magnitude of the response increases with the 
contrast of the grating. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, 
which shows response-versus-contrast functions for 
gratings of three different spatial frequencies. Re- 
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Fig. 6. Response-versus-temporal frequency for a H1 DSMD, mea- 
sured using a vertically oriented reversing-contrast grating. Stimu- 
lus parameters are: L=10cd/m 2, C=I.0, v=0.1 cycles/degree. 
Response measured as described in "Methods" using 10-s bins. 
Each data point shows mean and s.d. of 4 measurements 

spouse is measured as described in "Methods" .  In 
the example of Fig. 5, the curves for the three frequen- 
cies are similar in shape, but displaced from each 
other along the contrast axis. We did not investigate 
whether responses evoked by gratings of different spa- 
tial frequencies are indistinguishable when they are 
equal as defined by our response criterion. 

The magnitude of the response also depends upon 
the temporal frequency of contrast reversals, being 
maximum in the vicinity of 0.5 Hz (Fig. 6). 

Figure 7 shows contrast-sensitivity functions of 
the H1 DSMD measured using reversing-contrast 
gratings that are oriented vertically (filled circles) or 
horizontally (open circles). (The exact orientations 
are as indicated by the dashed lines labelled V and 
H on the polar response plot of Fig. 2). Contrast 
sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of threshold 
contrast, and the contrast-sensitivity function is a plot 
of contrast sensitivity versus spatial frequency. 
Threshold contrast is defined as the contrast that is 
required to achieve a criterion response of 10 spikes, 
and is measured as described in " M e t h o d s "  

The upper set of contrast-sensitivity functions was 
measured at the highest level of mean luminance 
(10 cd/m2). With vertically-oriented gratings, sensitiv- 
ity is maximum at an intermediate spatial frequency 
(in the vicinity of 0.1 cycles/degree) and falls off to- 
ward low and high frequencies. With horizontally- 
oriented gratings there is no intermediate-frequency 
peak; sensitivity is maximum at the low-frequency 
end, and falls off at high frequencies. At the low- 
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]Fig. 7. Contrast sensitivity functions of H1 DSMD, measured using 
reversing-contrast gratings (circles) oriented along the directions 
labelled Hand Vin Fig. 2. The two upper functions were measured 
at L=10 cd/m2; they represent data pooled from 10 animals. The 
two lower functions were measured at L =0.01 cd/m z; they repre- 
sent data pooled from 5 animals. Filled circles: measurements 
made with vertically-oriented gratings (V); open circles: measure- 
ments with horizontally-oriented gratings (H) (see Fig. 2). f =  
1.0 Hz in all cases. The solid curves through the data points repre- 
sent the theoretical contrast-sensitivity function of a receptive-field 
model with an excitatory centre and inhibitory flanks, in which 
the parameters have been adjusted to obtain a least-squares fit 
to the contrast-sensitivity data. Details in Appendix A. Squares 
represent measurements of contrast sensitivity made by using a 
vertically-oriented (f/) grating that moves in the preferred direction, 
with L=10 cd/m 2 and f= l . 17  Hz. They represent data pooled 
from 5 animals 
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Fig. 8. a Directional selectivity ofa lobula-plate neuron with visual 
field in the contralateral eye and a preferred direction that is medio- 
lateral. Stimulus parameters and response measurement as in 
Fig. 2. Each data point represents the mean of 4 measurements. 
Bar: 20 spikes, b Contrast sensitivity fnnctions measured using 
reversing-contrast gratings oriented along the two directions indi- 
cated by the dot-dashed lines m a. Stimulus parameters: L=I0 
cd/m z, f=l .0  Hz. Each data point represents mean + s.d. of 4 
measurements 

frequency end, sensitivity is independent of  grating 
orientation, as expected. In the limiting case of  zero 
spatial frequency (d.c.), one would expect identical 
sensitivities to vertical and horizontal orientations be- 
cause the two stimuli are identical, and therefore in- 
distinguishable. 

The open squares represent contrast-sensitivity 
functions measured with gratings which move in the 
preferred direction and have the same temporal  fre- 
quency as their reversing-contrast counterparts.  The 
shape and height of  the contrast-sensitivity function 
obtained by using moving gratings is not significantly 
different f rom that measured by using reversing con- 
trast gratings. This finding is consistent with the data 
of  Fig. 3, which indicates that at threshold contrasts, 
the neuron's  response is predominantly direction-in- 
sensitive. 

The lower pair of  contrast-sensitivity functions in 
Fig. 7 was measured using reversing-contrast gratings, 
with mean luminance reduced by 3 log units f rom 
that used for the upper  pair of  functions. With verti- 
cally-oriented gratings, the peak in the contrast-sensi- 
tivity function is less prominent  than at 10 cd/m 2, 
and it occurs at a lower spatial frequency. With hori- 

zontally-oriented gratings there is no intermediate- 
frequency peak, as before. 

The data of  Fig. 7 clearly indicates that visual 
signals are processed differently along the horizontal 
and vertical directions, even for stimuli in which there 
is only flicker, and no movement.  

Figures 8 and 9 show data obtained from lobula- 
plate neurons different from the type with which we 
routinely worked. The data of  Fig. 8 is f rom a neuron 
which had its visual field in the contralateral eye and 
a preferred direction that was medio-lateral (i.e. di- 
rected away from the midline), as shown by the polar 
response plot of  Fig. 8a. Figure 8b shows contrast- 
sensitivity functions of this neuron, measured using 
reversing-contrast gratings oriented along the two di- 
rections indicated by the dot-dashed lines. As in the 
case of  the H1 DSMD,  vertically-oriented gratings 
yield a contrast-sensitivity function which has peak 
sensitivity at an intermediate frequency, while hori- 
zontally-oriented gratings yield a function that has 
peak sensitivity at the low-frequency end. Figure 9 
shows data from another  type of neuron which had 
more than one preferred direction, as shown by the 
polar response plot of  Fig. 9a. For  this neuron, con- 
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Fig. 9. a Directional selectivity of  a lobula-plate neuron which 
has more than one preferred direction. Stimulus parameters and 
response measurements  as in Fig. 2. Each data point represents 
the mean of 4 measurements .  Bar: 20 spikes. Solid circle and 
dashed circles on either side indicate spontaneous  activity (mean _+ 
s.d., 20 measurements)  which was considerable in this particular 
netlron, b Contrast  sensitivity functions measured using reversing- 
contrast gratings oriented along the two directions indicated by 
the dot-dashed lines in a_ Stimulus paremeters:  L = 1 0  cd/m 2, f =  
1.0 Hz. Each data point  represents mean  •  of  4 measurements  

trast-sensitivity functions were measured with grat- 
ings oriented along two mutually perpendicular direc- 
tions, as shown by the dot-dashed lines. Both func- 
tions had an intermediate-frequency peak (Fig. 9b). 

Reversing-Contrast Bars 

Figure 10 shows the response of the H1 DSMD to 
a reversing-contrast bar. The intensity of the bar var- 
ies sinusoidally with time, above and below a mean 
background luminance. The neuron responds primar- 
ily to changes of intensity. A burst of impulses closely 
follows each instant of  time at which intensity changes 
at the maximum rate, regardless of whether it is in- 
creasing or decreasing. As in the case of reversing- 
contrast gratings, there is some habituation. 

Figure 11 shows measurements of threshold con- 
trast versus bar width, made with the bar oriented 
vertically. The temporal frequency of contrast rever- 
sals was 1.17 Hz - almost identical to that used for 

I 1 
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Time [sec] 

o 
-1 

Fig. 10. His togram of response evoked in H1 DSMD by a reversing- 
contrast bar, accumulated over 4 trials. Stimulus parameters:  L = 
i0 cd/m z; C = 1.0 ; W = 4 ~ f =  1.17 Hz. Lower trace shows intensity 
of  bar as a function of time 
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Fig. 11. Threshold contrast (T) versus bar width (W), measured 
for HI D S M D  using a vertically-oriented, reversing-contrast bar. 
Stimulus parameters : L = 10 cd/m 2, f =  1. I7 Hz. Results represent 
data pooled from 4 animals, with the data from each animal scaled 
to make T=0 .05  at W =  I6 ~ Dashed curves represent rectangular 
hyperbolae 

gratings (1.0 Hz) - and threshold contrast was mea- 
sured in the same way. For  small bar widths (0~176 
threshold contrast (T) is inversely proportional to 
width (W). Over this range, the data can be adequate- 
ly approximated by the rectangular hyperbola T =  
0.16/W. For  larger widths (W > 4~ threshold contrast 
is approximately constant, i.e. independent of width. 
The data is consistent with that expected from a neu- 
ral array in which linear spatial summation of intensi- 
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Fig. 13. Measurement of crossover spatial frequency, vc. Stimulus 
is a vertically-oriented grating which undergoes four consecutive 
5-s phases as in Fig. 3. Stimulus parameters: L = 10 cd/m 2, C = 1.0, 
f -  I. 17 Hz. Bins show number of spikes in each phase (mean _+ s.d., 
4 trials). Number below each set of bins denotes spatial frequency, 
v. For this animal, vc lies between 0.375 cycles/degree and 0.400 
cycles/degree 

ty occurs over an extent of  abou t  2 ~ in the hor izontal  
direction. 

Figure  12 shows measurements  of threshold con- 
trast  versus bar  width, made  with the bar  or iented 
horizontal ly.  In  this case, threshold contras t  is inver- 
sely p ropor t iona l  to width for widths ranging  from 
2 ~ to as large as 30 ~ . Over the entire range of widths 
that  were tested, the data  can be adequately approxi-  
mated  by the rectangular  hyperbola  T =  1.14/W. This 
f inding is consis tent  with that  expected f rom a neura l  
array in which l inear spatial s u m m a t i o n  of intensi ty 
occurs over an extent of at least 30 ~ in the vertical 

direction. 

Measurements of Crossover Frequency 

When  the spatial f requency of a grat ing exceeds that  
which can be proper ly  resolved by the visual mosaic  
of the eye, mo t ion  in a given direct ion can be er ron-  
eously interpreted as being in the opposite direct ion 
(von Gavel,  1939; G6tz,  1965; Z a a g m a n  et al., 1977; 
Eckert, 1980). This condi t ion  arises as a result of  
geometrical  interference between the spatial periodi- 
city of the grat ing and  that  of  the visual mosaic.  
Here we take advantage  of the p h e n o m e n o n  to infer 
the sampl ing density of the visual mosaic,  and to 
examine whether the density changes with luminance .  

Figure  13 shows the effect of  geometrical  interfer- 
ence on the response of the H1 D S M D .  The visual 
s t imulus is a vert ical ly-oriented,  hor izonta l ly -moving  

grating. At  low spatial frequencies and  high contrast ,  
the response evoked by mot ion  in the preferred direc- 
t ion is considerably  greater than  that  evoked by mo-  
t ion in the null  direction. As the spatial f requency 
is increased (adjust ing speed to keep temporal  fre- 
quency constant) ,  the preferred-direct ion response de- 
creases and  the nul l -d i rect ion response increases. The 
two responses become equal at a spatial f requency 
between 0.375 and 0.400 cycles/degree. We call this 
spatial f requency the "crossover  f requency" .  For  spa- 
tial frequencies higher than  the crossover frequency, 

the nul l -d i rect ion response is greater than  the pre- 
ferred-direction response. Tha t  is, the movemen t  de- 
tector responds as though it perceives direct ion of  
mo t ion  erroneously  1. 

Note that, while the preferred-direction response is smaller 
than the null-direction response, it is not suppressed to a level 
below the spontaneous firing rate, because the direction-sensitive 
component of the neuron's response is superimposed upon a direc- 
tion-insensitive component. In an earlier study (Dvorak et al., 
1980) we erroneously stated that aliasing (i.e. reversed perception 
of motion of high-spatial-frequency gratings) does not occur at 
luminances below 4 cd/m 2. This observation was based on preli- 
minary experiments in which the preferred-direction response was 
compared with the neuron's spontaneous activity. These experi- 
ments did not reveal aliasing because the direction-sensitive compo- 
nent of the neuron's response was being masked by a substantial 
direction-insensitive component. Under these circumstances, the 
proper way to test for aliasing is to compare the preferred-direction 
response with the null-direction response, as we have done here. 
This procedure isolates the direction-sensitive component of the 
response by cancelling out the direction-insensitive component 
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Fig. 14. Crossover spatial frequency, vc, versus mean luminance. 
Zero log mean luminance represents 10 cd/m< Filled circles: mea- 
surements made using a 53 ~ stimulus subtense (mean + s.d., pooled 
from 19 animals). Open circle: measurements made using a 28 ~ 
stimulus subtense (mean -+ s.d., pooled from 6 animals). Triangles: 
measurements made on an individual animal using a 28 ~ stimulus 
subtense. Inset shows data for the 53 ~ subtense, re-plotted as per- 
centage decrease in crossover frequency relative to the value at 
10 cd/m 2 

At high luminance (10 cd/m2), crossover frequen- 
cies can typically be measured with a precision of 
_+0.0125 cycles/degree, which implies that the pre- 
cision of the measurement is limited only by the spa- 
tial-frequency resolution of our stimulus generating 
apparatus. At low luminances, precision deteriorates 
to + 0.025 cycles/degree, due to poorer  signal-to-noise 
ratio in the response. 

PN 

Contrast --> 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.30 1.00 

Fig. 15. Variation of crossover spatial frequency with contrast. 
Stimulus is a vertically oriented grating which undergoes 4 consecu- 
tive 5-s phases, as in Fig. 3. Stimulus parameters: L = 1 0 c d / m  2, 
v=0.425 cycles/degree, f =  11.7 Hz. Bins show number of spikes 
(mean _+ s.d., 4 trials) that occur during motion in preferred (P) 
and null (N) directions, for various contrasts 

Figure 14 shows crossover frequency measured as 
a function of luminance. At the highest luminance 
(10 cd/m2), the mean crossover frequency is 0.39 cy- 
cles/degree, when measured with high-contrast grat- 
ings. As luminance is lowered, the mean crossover 
frequency progressively decreases until it is 0.30 cy- 
cles/degree when the luminance is reduced by 3 log 
units. The variability of the data is partly due to 
differences in crossover frequency that exist among 
individual animals at any given level of luminance. 
Thus, the variability in the measurements at low lu- 
minances is reduced when the data is plotted in terms 
of percentage reduction of crossover frequency, rela- 
tive to the value at high luminance (see inset of 
Fig. 14). When luminance is reduced by 3 log units, 
the mean crossover frequency decreases by about 
30%. This luminance-dependent variation persists 
when the angular subtense of the stimulus is reduced 
from the usual 53 ~ to 28 ~ (open triangles, Fig. 14). 

Table 1 

Unit # Stimulus Temporal Crossover spatial freq. 
subtense freq. (cycles/deg) 

(Uz) 
Low contrast High contrast 

% Precision of 
Decrease measurement 

(Cycles/deg) 

53 ~ 0.117 0.4375 0.4125 5.7 _+0.0125 
790501 53 ~ 1.17 0.4125 0.4000 3.0 +0.0125 

53 ~ 11.7 0.4250 0.4000 5.9 _+0.0125 

790404 53 ~ I. 17 0.3625 0.3125 13.8 + 0.0125 

790207 53 ~ 1.17 0.4375 0.3875 11.4 +0.0125 

28 ~ 0.117 0.5000 0.5000 0.0 _+0.0125 
790406 28 ~ 1.17 0.4875 0.4875 0.0 + 0.0125 

28 ~ 11.7 0.5125 0.4875 4.9 +0.0125 

790405 28 ~ 1.17 0.4875 0.4625 5.1 _+ 0.0125 
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Crossover frequency varies continuously with lumin- 
ance and not in a stepwise fashion, at least within 
the limits of resolution of our data. 

Crossover frequencies are slightly higher when 
measured with low-contrast gratings rather than high- 
contrast gratings. Figure 15 illustrates this by showing 
how the responses to motion in the preferred and 
null directions change as the contrast of a 0.425 cy- 
cles/degree grating is increased from low to high val- 
ues. For  contrasts below 0.25, the preferred-direction 
response is greater than the null-direction response, 
indicating that the crossover frequency is greater than 
0.425 cycles/degree. For contrasts above 0.25 the op- 
posite is true, indicating that the crossover frequency 
is now smaller than 0.425 cycles/degree. The variation 
of crossover frequency with contrast is small but mea- 
surable (Table 1), and it tends to be smaller when 
the angular subtense of the stimulus is reduced from 
the usual 53 ~ to 28 ~ . The implications of these findings 
will be discussed in a subsequent section. 

Spatial and 
temporal filtering 
[retina, lamina] 

Movement detection 

[medul[o?] 

Spatial summation 
[lobula plate] 

Recording//t 
site 

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of organization of movement- 
detecting pathway. Description in text 

Discussion 

It is fruitful to interpret the results in the context 
of what is already known regarding the anatomy and 
physiology of the visual pathway of the fly. Accord- 
ingly, we begin this discussion with a brief review. 

The most striking anatomical feature of the visual 
pathway of the fly, and of many other insects, is 
the extraordinary spatial regularity and homogeneity 
of the various visual ganglia (revs. Reichardt, 1970; 
Braitenberg, 1972; Strausfeld, 1976; Kirschfeld, 1978). 
The retinula cell axons project to the first optic gangli- 
on, the lamina, in an orderly and spatially-repetitive 
fashion, synapsing with the second-order neurons 
within neural units known as cartridges. The array 
of ommatidia on the surface of  the compound eye 
bears a one-to-one correspondence with the array of 
cartridges in the lamina. The lamina cartridges in 
turn project to as many neural units, known as col- 
umns, in the second optic ganglion, the medulla. Thus 
the retinotopic projection is preserved at least up to 
the level of the medulla, and probably extends even 
beyond it into the lobula and lobula plate. However, 
at each stage of the visual pathway, information is 
filtered, transformed, or otherwise analyzed 
(McCann, 1974; Zettler and Weiler, 1976; Laughlin 
and Hardie, 1978; Shaw, 1978). 

Direction of motion is determined by comparing, 
or correlating, signals from "sampling units"  which 
have small receptive fields, and which look at neigh- 
bouring regions of visual space (rev. Reichardt, 1969). 
It is not yet known precisely where along the visual 
pathway this correlation occurs. It certainly does not 

take place in the retina, and to this date, there is 
no evidence of its occurring in the lamina. Recent 
experiments with the activity-specific stain deoxyglu- 
cose point to the medulla (Buchner et al., 1979), and 
direction-selective units have been found therein (De- 
Voe and Ockleford, 1976). However, the actual site 
is not important for our interpretation. 

The DSMD neurons of the lobula plate, generally 
speaking, have dendritic arborizations which extend 
over large portions of the visual mosaic (Dvorak et 
al., 1975; Pierantoni, 1976; Hausen, 1976; Eckert and 
Bishop, 1978). In functional terms, their responses 
reflect spatial summation of the responses of a large 
array of "e lementary"  movement detectors (Bishop 
et al., 1968; Marmarelis and McCann, 1973). 

The analysis of visual information by the move- 
ment-detecting pathway can be considered to take 
place in three successive stages : (i) peripheral filtering 
of visual signals in space and time, and modification 
of amplitude, (ii) elementary movement detection and 
(iii) spatial summation of the responses of elementary 
movement detectors. These operations and their pre- 
sumed locations are schematically depicted in Fig. 16. 

Reversing-Contrast Stimuli 

While the obvious and most powerful stimulus to 
a DSMD neuron is a visual pattern moving in the 
preferred direction, reversing-contrast patterns pos- 
sess two special advantages. Firstly, moving patterns 
are not suitable for measuring contrast-sensitivity 
functions along the direction perpendicular to the pre- 
ferred-null axis, because motion along this direction 
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evokes responses that are weak and qualitatively dif- 
ferent from those evoked by motion parallel to the 
preferred-null axis. Reversing-contrast gratings are 
immune to this problem ; they can be used to measure 
contrast-sensitivity functions along any direction, be- 
cause they possess no movement component (or equi- 
valently, equal and oppositely directed components). 

Figures 4 and 10 highlight three features of the 
DSMD neuron's response to reversing-contrast stim- 
uli. Firstly, the neuron's response is phasic. That is, 
responses are evoked only by changing patterns and 
not by static ones. Secondly, the response shows some 
habituation. Thirdly, changes of intensity are encoded 
in a nonlinear fashion. Both increase and decrease 
of intensity are signalled by a transient increase in 
firing rate (Fig. 10), this rectifying action producing 
the burst of impulses that occurs at each reversal 
of the grating (Fig. 4). The rectification must arise 
at the level of the sampling units or at the level of 
the elementary movement detectors. If the rectifica- 
tion occurred at a level subsequent to spatial summa- 
tion (e.g. the level at which the DSMD encodes its 
response), and if all the neuronal circuitry preceding 
this level operated in a linear fashion, then it is diffi- 
cult to imagine how a neuron with linear spatial sum- 
mation over the entire eye (nearly 180 ~ ) could respond 
to gratings of spatial frequency as high as 0.5 cycles/ 
degree. 

Interpretation of Contrast-Sensitivity Function 

In general, one would expect the shape of the con- 
trast-sensitivity function to depend not only upon pe- 
ripheral filtering, but also upon the processes of ele- 
mentary movement detection (Buchner, 1976) and 
subsequent spatial summation. However, we shall 
argue below that under our experimental conditions, 
the measured contrast-sensitivity function primarily 
reflects the spatial filtering that precedes movement 
detection. 

Directional selectivity of the DSMD is poor at 
low contrasts; under threshold conditions, the re- 
sponse to a moving grating is dominated by the direc- 
tion-insensitive component (Fig. 3). This suggests that 
for the conditions under which the contrast-sensitivity 
function is measured, the lateral interactions that me- 
diate directional selectivity (shown by dashed lines 
in Fig. 16) are inactive, or only weakly active. The 
idea is reinforced by the data of Fig. 7, which shows 
that the contrast-sensitivity function measured by us- 
ing gratings moving in the preferred direction (open 
squares) is not significantly different from that mea- 
sured by using reversing-contrast gratings with the 
same temporal frequency. In the light of these consid- 

erations, we propose that the contrast-sensitivity func- 
tions measured with reversing-contrast gratings reflect 
spatial processing that occurs peripheral to the neuro- 
nal site at which directionally-selective movement de- 
tection takes place. 

In interpreting the contrast-sensitivity function 
data, we make the following assumptions: (i) The 
DSMD produces a criterion response when the total 
response of the array of sampling units, spatially 
summed over the visual field of the DSMD, equals 
a fixed value. (ii) All sampling units have identical 
receptive fields. (iii) Each sampling unit integrates 
spatial variations of intensity linearly, with a weight- 
ing function specified by its receptive-field profile. 
The response of the sampling unit need not be en- 
coded in a linear fashion; for example, it can be 
a rectified version of a linear response. Under the 
above conditions, the inverse Fourier transform of 
the DSMD's contrast-sensitivity function would infer 
the receptive-field profile of a sampling unit. 

Consider first the contrast-sensitivity functions 
measured at the highest luminance (Fig. 7). Along 
the horizontal plane, sensitivity peaks at an intermedi- 
ate frequency, predicting a receptive field profile with 
an excitatory centre and inhibitory flanks. The falloff 
in sensitivity at the high-frequency end specifies the 
shape and width of the excitatory centre, while the 
falloff at the low-frequency end specifies the shape 
and width of the inhibitory flanks (Enroth-Cugell and 
Robson, 1966). Along the vertical plane, sensitivity 
is maximum at the low-frequency end and it falls 
off toward high frequencies, predicting a receptive- 
field profile that is purely excitatory. 

By calculating the inverse Fourier transform of 
the contrast-sensitivity functions, we have inferred the 
receptive-field profile of a sampling unit in two di- 
mensions. The results are shown in Fig. 17a, b, and 
details of the calculation are in Appendix A. At high 
luminance (10 cd/m2), the inferred receptive-field pro- 
file has an excitatory centre with a half-width of 2 ~ 
along the horizontal direction and 2.2 ~ along the verti- 
cal direction, and diffuse inhibitory flanks that extend 
only along the horizontal direction (Fig. 17 a). At the 
lower luminance (10-2 cd/m2), the contrast-sensitivi- 
ty function along the vertical direction is essentially 
unchanged. The contrast-sensitivity function along 
the horizontal direction falls off more rapidly at the 
high-frequency end and its peak shifts toward lower 
frequencies. The inferred receptive-field profile has 
an excitatory centre which is wider along the horizon- 
tal direction (half-width=3.1 ~ and inhibitory flanks 
that are weaker and more diffuse (Fig. 17a), com- 
pared to those at high luminance. 

That the falloff in sensitivity at low spatial fre- 
quencies is indeed due to lateral inhibition, is sup- 
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Fig. 17a-e.  Receptive-field profile of  a sampling unit along a the 
horizontal plane and b the vertical plane. These profiles were in- 
ferred f rom the contrast-sensitivity data of  Fig. 7 by inverse Fourier 
transformation,  as described in the Discussion and Appendix A. 
Each division of the abscissa in a and b represents 1 ~ e shows 
the excitatory and inhibitory zones of a "sus ta ining un i t "  in the 
chiasma, as reported by Arnet t  (1972); redrawn from Fig. 3 of  
that paper, with the author ' s  permission. Scale of  e matches those 
of a and b 

ported by control experiments which rule out alterna- 
tive interpretations. The shape of the measured con- 
trast-sensitivity function is not altered when the angu- 
lar subtense of the stimulus is increased by a factor 
of two, indicating that the low-frequency attenuation 
is not an artifact created by the finite angular extent 
of the stimulus. Furthermore, the low-frequency at- 
tenuation disappears when the contrast-sensitivity 
function is measured at low luminance. It also disap- 
pears when the contrast-sensitivity function is  mea- 
sured at high temporal frequencies, as it should if 
it were due to lateral inhibition. Details of these and 
other control experiments are in Dvorak et al. 
(1980). 

In the vertebrate visual system, it is believed that 
directional selectivity is mediated by inhibitory inter- 
actions occurring between sampling units (Barlow and 

Levick, 1965). Is the inhibition inferred by our experi- 
ments a reflection of these interactions? We think 
not, because (a) the low-frequency attenuation is pres- 
ent even at low (threshold) contrasts, when directional 
selectivity is weak or absent; (b) the spatial extent 
of the inferred inhibition is large compared to the 
distance over which the movement-detecting system 
compares signals to determine direction of movement 
(see section on crossover experiments). For  these rea- 
sons, we believe that the inferred lateral inhibition 
occurs at a site that is peripheral to that at which 
directionality is engendered. In other words, the in- 
ferred inhibition must be an integral part of the recep- 
tive fields of the sampling units. 

Interpretation of Bar Experiments 

We have interpreted the results of the experiments 
with the reversing-contrast gratings in terms of the 
H1 DSMD receiving and summing responses from 
an array of sampling units, each unit having a recep- 
tive field profile with an excitatory centre and inhibi- 
tory flanks, as in Fig. 17a, b. We shall show below 
that the results of the bar experiments are consistent 
with this interpretation. 

Consider the experiment with the horizontal 
bar (Fig. 12). The data is well approximated by the 
rectangular hyperbola T=I.14/W, indicating that 
threshold contrast, T, is inversely proportional to bar 
width, W, over a large range of widths (2 ~ 30~ This 
finding is consistent with each sampling unit having 
no inhibitory flanks along the vertical direction. In 
such a situation, the vertical distance over which sig- 
nals are spatially summed would be limited only by 
the size of the receptive field of the DSMD as a 
whole, and not by the size of individual sampling 
units. 

The experiment with the vertical bar, on the other 
hand, yields qualitatively different results. It is clear 
from Fig. 11 that the data of threshold contrast versus 
bar width cannot be approximated by a single rectan- 
gular hyperbola over the entire range of bar widths. 
This finding is consistent with each sampling unit 
having a receptive field that consists of an excitatory 
centre, and inhibitory flanks extending along the hori- 
zontal direction. In such a situation, spatial summa- 
tion would be effective only over horizontal distances 
that are smaller than the width of the excitatory centre 
of a sampling unit. For bar widths less than 2 ~ the 
data is well approximated by the rectangular hyperbo- 
la T =  0.16/W. This finding is consistent with the hori- 
zontal half-width of 2 ~ that was inferred for the excita- 
tory centre of a sampling unit, using reversing-con- 
trast gratings (see Fig. 17a). When the bar is much 
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wider than the excitatory centre of a sampling unit, 
then a unit which is located well within the boundary 
of the bar would produce a weaker response than 
a unit which is positioned so that its excitatory centre 
lies just within the boundary. Although both units 
would receive equal excitatory inputs from their re- 
ceptive-field centres, the former unit would receive 
inhibitory signals from both inhibitory flanks while 
the latter unit would receive inhibitory signals only 
from one flank, namely that covered by the bar. Thus, 
for large bar widths, threshold contrast should be 
independent of width because threshold responses 
would be elicited only by the boundaries of the bar. 
This expectation is borne out by the results, which 
indicate that threshold contrast for a vertical bar is 
constant for widths greater than 4 ~ . Thus in terms 
of our model, the results of the bar experiments are 
consistent with those of the grating experiments. 

Sustaining Units in the Chiasma 

The receptive field profiles which we have inferred 
for the sampling units are remarkably similar to those 
reported by Arnett (1972) for "sustaining uni ts"  re- 
corded from the intermediate chiasma which connects 
the lamina to the medulla. Arnett 's study was on 
North American Phaenicia sericata, which is taxon- 
omically identical to the Australian sheep blowfly Lu- 
cilia sericata used in our study (pers. comm. from 
K.R. Norris to S. Shaw). Figure 17c, redrawn from 
Fig. 3 of Arnett 's paper, illustrates the excitatory and 
inhibitory zones of the receptive field of a sustaining 
unit. According to Arnett 's measurements of angular 
sensitivity, these units have an excitatory centre with 
a half-width of 2.2 ~ measured along the horizontal 
direction and 2.6 ~ measured along the vertical direc- 
tion, and inhibitory flanks that extend only in the 
horizontal direction out to about 5 ~ on either side 
of the unit's visual axis. Within the limits of experi- 
mental error, these figures agree very well with the 
angular-sensitivity profiles that we have inferred; 
compare Fig. 17c with Fig. 17a, b. Our findings pre- 
dict that the inhibitory flanks are weak and diffuse 
compared to the excitatory centre, and that sensitivity 
to a spot of light is at least 10 times greater at the 
centre of the excitatory region than at the inhibitory 
zones (Fig. 17b). This prediction parallels Arnett 's 
observation that sensitivity, measured with a spot of 
light, is 1.3 log units higher in magnitude at the centre 
of the excitatory region than at the (presumably) most 
effective location within the inhibitory region. (Note, 
however, that the inhibition can have a substantial 
effect when the visual stimulus is not a small spot, 
but a wide bar. This is because the inhibitory flanks 

cover a much larger area than the excitatory centre). 
All of the above similarities, plus the observation 
that the sustaining units and the DSMD have similar 
spectral sensitivities (McCann and Arnett, 1972) make 
Arnett 's sustaining units promising candidates for the 
sampling units in the neural pathway that links the 
retina to the H1 DSMD. Evidence of such a role 
for the sustaining units was first presented by 
McCann (1973), and our data provides additional 
support for this notion. Conclusive proof, however, 
is not yet available and the participation of other 
types of lamina units - such as the " o n - o f f "  units 
(Arnett, 1972), the units studied by Mimura (1974) 
or the spiny monopolar  neurons L1 through L3 (rev. 
Zettler and J~irvilehto, 1972; Laughlin, 1980)- cannot 
be ruled out at the present time. 

Regardless of whether or not Arnett 's sustaining 
units are indeed involved, it would appear that sam- 
pling units with receptive fields consisting of an exci- 
tatory centre and horizontally-extending inhibitory 
flanks - as inferred by our study - are ideal for filter- 
ing the signals that drive a horizontal movement de- 
tector. Such a receptive-field organization would em- 
phasize spatial variations of intensity in the horizontal 
direction, enhancing sensitivity to the horizontal com- 
ponent of movement. At the same time, it would 
attenuate spatial variations of intensity along the ver- 
tical direction, which are of no use in detecting hori- 
zontal movement. Given the restricted amplitude 
range of any signalling device - in particular, the 
sampling units (see, for example, Laughlin and Har- 
die, 1978) - the available range would be utilized 
most efficiently if the neuron carries only useful infor- 
mation, in this case information pertaining to hori- 
zontal movement. Our findings suggest that the neu- 
ronal circuitry which achieves this spatial " tun ing" ,  
or filtering, is located distal to the site at which di- 
rectionally-selective movement detection occurs, pos- 
sibly in the lamina. Spatial prefiltering of visual sig- 
nals is examined in greater detail under "Funct ional  
Significance". 

IntetTretation of Crossover Experiments 

Any mechanism that exhibits directional selectivity 
must compare or correlate information from at least 
two distinct regions of the visual scene. The object 
of the crossover experiments was to measure how 
far apart these regions are, and to examine whether 
their separation changes with luminance. 

Consider a movement detector which discri- 
minates leftward movement from rightward move- 
ment by correlating responses from sampling units 
with visual axes azimuthally separated by an angle 
J"~. Such a detector will correctly determine the 
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direction of motion of a vertically-oriented, horizon- 
tally-moving grating if the spatial frequency v of the 

1 
grating is lower than 2A~" If the spatial frequency is 

1 1 
higher than this limit and in the range ~ - ~  < v < ~ ,  

then motion in a given direction will be erroneously 
interpreted as being in the opposite direction, be- 
cause the spacing of the sampling units is not close 
enough to resolve spatial frequencies in this range 
(G/Stz, 1965; Buchner, 1976; Zaagman et al., 1977; 
Eckert, 1980). 

Figure 13 illustrates the phenomenon. For spatial 
frequencies lower than about 0.4 cycles/degree, the 
preferred-direction response is greater than the null- 
direction response; for frequencies higher than 0.4 
cycles/degree, the opposite is true. The inferred value 

of A~ is therefore 1 _  1.25 ~ The figure agrees 
(2 x 0.4) 

reasonably well with the interommatidial angle mea- 
sured between adjacent ommatidia of a horizontal 
row, in the frontal eye region (1.2~ Ribi and Dvorak, 
unpublished measurements). This correspondence be- 
tween the inferred A q~ and the ommatidial geometry 
is in accord with the findings of Zaagman et al. 
(1977). 

When the mean luminance is lowered by 3log 
units from the maximum level (10 cd/m2), the inferred 
A~ increases from about 1.3 ~ to 1.7 ~ (Fig. 18). The 
experiment with the 23 ~ aperture (instead of the usual 
53 ~ aperture) demonstrates that variations of A~ with 
luminance occur even within restricted regions of the 
eye (open triangles, Fig. 14).Therefore, the luminan- 
ce-dependent variations of A q5 that are measured at 
the larger stimulus subtense are not due to different 
eye regions (with different A~'s) being functional at 
different luminances. 

Note that A~ denotes the separation of a pair of 
correlating sampling-units that would have a cross- 
over spatial frequency equal to that measured. This 
quantity is an "effective" separation, which in reality 
may reflect the net effect of more than one pair of 
correlating sampling-units, each pair having a dif- 
ferent separation (Buchner, 1976; Pick and Buchner, 
1979; also, see below). Our experiments cannot re- 
solve this question. At each luminance, we measure 
the smallest spatial frequency at which crossover oc- 
curs (i.e. preferred-direction response equals null-di- 
rection response). In theory, additional crossovers 
should occur at multiples of this frequency, but these 
are difficult to locate because the response becomes 
weaker as the spatial frequency of the grating is in- 
creased. 

1.8 

1.7 
I 

1.5- 

1.5- 

' ~  1.4- 

1.3- 

1.2 

1.1 

1.0 
t i 

0 - i  -2 -3 

Log mean tuminance 
Fig. 18. Variation of A 4 with luminance. The values of A ~b are 
inferred from the measurements of crossover frequency (Fig. 14) 
(see text). Zero log mean luminance: 10cd/m z. Filled circles: 
inferred mean values of ~ for the 53 ~ stimulus subtense. Open 
circle: inferred mean value of A r for the 28 ~ stimulus subtense 

Possible Neural Mechanisms 

Our interpretation of the results of this paper can be 
summarized as follows. The H1 DSMD receives in- 
put via sampling units that have receptive fields 
comprising an excitatory centre, and inhibitory flanks 
extending along the horizontal direction. As lumin- 
ance is lowered the excitatory centre widens, the 
inhibitory flanks become weaker and more diffuse, 
and the effective separation between the visual axes 
of correlating sampling units increases. In other 
words, the functional "mosaic" of the eye becomes 
coarser. 

While the manuscript of this paper was being 
reviewed, Pick and Buchner (1979) published a re- 
lated study on visual movement detection under light 
and dark adaptation in the fly. They measured be- 
havioural turning responses evoked by stimuli consist- 
ing of moving gratings, or a pair of flickering bars. 
The present study confirms theirs in pointing to 
lateral inhibition at the periphery of the movement- 
detecting pathway and to a coarsening of the visual 
mosaic as luminance is lowered. According to Pick 
and Buchner, the luminance-dependent changes that 
are observed could be interpreted either in terms of 
increased pooling of peripheral signals, or, alter- 
natively, in terms of extended movement-specific in- 
teractions (i.e., increased A%). Our experimental ap- 
proach eliminates this ambiguity and measures each 
effect separately by taking advantage of the obser- 
vation that the movement-specific interactions are 
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F i g .  19a-e. Three neuronal models that can 
account for the observed luminance-dependent 
changes in the characteristics of the movement 
detector. Description in text 

weak  at  th resho ld  contras t .  Thus,  we infer pe r iphe ra l  
poo l ing  by measur ing  the con t ras t  sensi t ivi ty func- 
t ion,  and  unrave l  movement - spec i f i c  in te rac t ions  b y  
measur ing  the crossover  spat ia l  frequency. 

H o w  might  the l uminance -dependen t  changes  o f  
the movemen t -de t ec t i ng  p a t h w a y  be m e d i a t e d  in 
t e rms  of  neu rona l  c i rcui t ry  ? There  are several  poss ib le  
ways,  three of  which are i l lus t ra ted  in Fig.  19. 

In m o d e l  a, there  is more  than  one a r r a y  of  
e l emen ta ry  m o v e m e n t  de tec tors  and  the response  of  
the D S M D  is a weighted sum of  the ou tpu t s  o f  the 
arrays .  F o r  s implici ty ,  let us cons ider  two arrays .  One 
a r ray  is a h igh-acui ty  a r ray ,  receiving inpu t  f rom sam- 
pl ing units  which are  closely spaced,  and  have rela- 
t ively n a r r o w  recept ive  fields. The  o the r  is a low- 
acui ty  a r ray ,  receiving input  f rom sampl ing  units  
which are spaced  fur ther  apar t ,  and  have b r o a d e r  
recept ive  fields. The  response  o f  the D S M D  is a 
weighted  sum of  the responses  o f  the two arrays .  
At  high luminance ,  the relat ive weight ing  of  the two 
responses  is such tha t  the h igh-acu i ty  a r r a y  is fa- 
voured ,  so tha t  its character is t ics  d o m i n a t e  the re- 
sponse.  As luminance  is decreased,  the  weight ing  
g radua l ly  changes  so tha t  eventua l ly  the  low-acu i ty  
a r r ay  " t a k e s  o v e r " ,  jus t  l ike the rod  system takes  
over  f rom the cone system in h u m a n  vision (Wyszecki  
and  Stiles, 1967). There  canno t  be an a b r u p t  t rans i -  
t ion f rom one a r r ay  to the other ,  since the exper imen-  
t a l ly -measured  crossover  f requency varies  cont in-  
uously wi th  luminance .  

M o d e l  a offers a tes table  predic t ion .  If  it holds,  
then it might  be poss ib le  to isolate  the response  of  
the h igh-acui ty  a r ray  by using a mov ing  gra t ing  of 
high spat ia l  f requency and ad jus t ing  its con t ras t  so 
that  the s t imulus  is sup ra th re sho ld  for the h igh-acu i ty  
ar ray ,  but  sub th resho ld  for the  low-acu i ty  array.  The  
crossover  f requency measu red  under  such condi t ions  

should  yield A"~ co r r e spond ing  to the h igh-acui ty  
array.  If  the con t ras t  is now increased  to a level such 
tha t  the low-acui ty  a r r ay  is also above  threshold ,  the 
crossover  f requency should  decrease  to a value  in 
between those c o r r e spond ing  to the high acui ty  and  
low acui ty  arrays ,  because  the D S M D ' s  response  now 
reflects the character is t ics  of  bo th  arrays .  

The da t a  of  Fig. 15 indicates  tha t  the measu red  
c rossover  f requency  does depend  on contras t .  Tab le  1 
shows example  values o f  c rossover  f requency  mea-  
sured at  high luminance ,  us ing grat ings  of  low and 
high cont ras t ,  A l t h o u g h  the values are consis tent ly  
lower  when measu red  with  h igh -con t ra s t  gra t ings  
as p red ic ted  by the mode l  the differences are t oo  
small  to account  for  the extent  to which the crossover  
f requency  decreases  when luminance  is lowered  (30% ; 

see inset  o f  Fig.  14). 

We feel that the small differences shown in Table I arise from 
the geometry of the stimulus and inhomogeneity of the eye, rather 
than from two (or more) parallel arrays of sampling units. For 
a grating that subtends a visual angle of 53 ~ the (angular) spatial 
frequency, as seen by the fly, increases by 25% in going from 
the centre to the periphery (see '~ Methods"). Sampling units that 
view the centre of the grating see the lowest spatial frequency; 
consequently, they would have the lowest contrast threshold, as- 
suming that the eye is homogeneous over the region that views 
the grating. Therefore at low contrasts, the measured crossover 
frequency would reflect the performance of the region of the eye 
that views the centre of the grating. At high contrasts, the peripher- 
al regions would also exceed threshold, and their contributions 
would be recruited into the DSMD's response. The measured cross- 
over frequency would now be lower because the peripheral regions 
see a higher spatial frequency than the central region. If inhomo- 
geneity of the eye is taken into account even larger variations 
of crossover frequency with contrast can be expected, because ac- 
ceptance angles of retinula cells are usually narrowest (Hardie, 
1978) and interommatidial angles smallest (e.g. Collett and Land, 
1975; Beersma et al., 1975) in the frontal region of the eye. As 
expected from these considerations, higher crossover frequencies 
(open circle, Fig. 14) and smaller variations of crossover frequency 
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with contrast (units 790405 and 790406, Table 1) are obtained when 
the stimulus suhtense is reduced to 28 ~ In summary, the small 
variations of crossover frequency with contrast can be entirely 
accounted for on the basis of stimulus geometry and inhomogeneity 
of the eye. 

We conclude that, if there is more  than one array 
in the movement-detec t ing  pathway,  it is not  possible 
to isolate the response of  an individual array by mani-  
pulat ing contrast .  Table 1 also shows that  it is not  
possible to isolate the response of  an individual ar ray  
by manipula t ing  the temporal  properties o f  the stimu- 
lus. Within the range o f  grating speeds that  our  appa-  
ratus can generate, crossover f requency is essen~ 
tially independent  of  speed. Com pa re  the crossover  
frequencies shown in Table 1 (units 790501 and 
790406) for temporal  frequencies of  0.117 Hz, 1.17 
Hz  and 11.7 Hz. Thus,  the available experimental  evi- 
dence argues against model  a. 

In model  b, there is only one ar ray  o f  sampling 
units and elementary movemen t  detectors. As lumin- 
ance is decreased, each sampling unit  widens its ex- 
ci tatory centre by increasing the spatial pool  o f  re- 
ceptors that  contr ibute  to it. The movement-detec t ing  
process is s imultaneously modif ied to use signals no t  
only f rom neighbour ing  sampling units, but  also f rom 
units that  are more  remote. 

Model  c - illustrated for just  one elementary 
movemen t  detector, for clarity - s imultaneously 
achieves widening of  excitatory centres and increase 
of  A q~ by modifying receptive-field profiles in an 
asymmetr ical  fashion, as shown by the dashed lines. 
Due  to the asymmetry  that is inherent to this model,  
a given sampling unit cannot  be shared by neigh- 
bour ing  elementary movemen t  detectors, so there can 
be only half  as m a n y  elementary movemen t  detectors 
as sampling units. 

As an example of model c, consider a pair of correlating 
sampling units receiving signals from an array of 4 retinular cells 
rl, r2, r 3 and r4~ with visual axes separated by an angular distance 
d. One of the sampling units stuns signals from r I and r 2, weighted 
by factors a and (1-a) respectively. The other sampling unit sums 
signals from r 3 and r~, weighted by the factors ( l -a)  and a 
respectively. The quantity a (0 <a < 1) defines the relative weight- 
ing of signals from the two retinular cells that feed into each 
sampling unit. When a=0, only r 2 and r 3 are effective; when a= l, 
only rl and r 4 are effective. At crossover, signals from the two 
sampling units should be 180 ~ out of phase. Using this condition, it 
can be calculated that the crossover spatial frequency v c of this 
example obeys the relation 

[-�89 sin2(~vcd)] cos0zvcd)=0. 

From this relation, it follows that for values of a in the range 
1 

0 < a <�88 the smallest crossover frequency is ~ .  For values of a in 

the range �88 1, the smallest crossover frequency is given by 

~dsin 1 ( + ) ,  which decreases continuously as a is increased. 

1 
When a = 1, the smallest crossover frequency is 6~" 

Finally, in model  d (not illustrated), there is a 
large number  of  arrays. Each array only functions 
over a small range of  luminances, and has the charac- 
teristics cor responding  to that range. As luminance 
is varied, opera t ion switches f rom one array to the 
next, but  the changes between successive arrays are 
sufficiently small that  it is experimentally difficult to 
detect the presence of  more  than one array at any 
given luminance. 

In summing up this discussion of  neural mecha- 
nisms, we can say that  the available evidence argues 
against model  a, but  does no t  allow us to decide 
between models b, c and d, or variations thereof. 

Functional Significance 

It is worthwhile  to enquire into the functional  signifi- 
cance o f  the characteristics o f  the movement  detecting 
pathway.  We do this by compar ing  these characteris- 
tics with those o f  an ideal movement  detector de- 
signed for op t imum performance.  

Consider  the nature of  the movements  that  are 
typically encountered by the H1 D S M D .  The neuron 
is maximally sensitive to movement  in the frontal  
field of  view of  the eye (Bishop et al., 1968; Eckert,  
1980). Consequently,  during free flight, it would mon-  
itor movements  o f  the envi ronment  that  occur within 
the frontal  visual field. Dur ing  straight-ahead flight, 
there would be virtually no mot ion  in the frontal  
field, part icularly when objects within this field are 
a fair distance away f rom the fly (Collett and King, 
1975). When  visually-guided course control  is in oper-  
ation, is is likely that  excursions of  the visual environ- 
ment  seen by the frontal  field are restricted in ampli- 
tude, because the visual feedback loop will contin- 
uously work to stabilize the animal 's  orientat ion rela- 
tive to its environment .  Thus,  if the enviromnent  sud- 
denly begins to rotate relative to the animal 's  eyes, 
the extent to which its image slips across the retina 
would be limited by the velocity o f  the image and 
the reaction time of  the control  loop. Studies o f  visual 
fixation behaviour  in flies clearly demonst ra te  that  
excursions o f  the fixated target are restricted in ampli- 
tude (rev. Reichardt  and Poggio, 1976; see also 
Fig. 21 a). 

Presuming that  the role o f  the H1 D S M D  is to 
detect restricted, horizontal  movements  o f  the visual 
environment ,  how should it be designed for  op t imum 
per formance?  The answer to this question can be 
simplified by considering the design problem in two 
parts. We ask : (a) how should visual signals be filtered 
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Fig. 20a e. Movement signals created across the receptor array 
when a visual pattern is instantaneously displaced by an angle of 
A ~ a Pattern with a spatially random intensity profile, b, e 

1 
Patterns with sinusoidal intensity profiles of spatial frequency 6-A 

1 
and - -  respectively. In each case, the upper solid curve shows the 

12A 
initial spatial intensity-profile of the pattern, the dashed curve 
shows the profile after displacement, and the lower curve shows the 
resulting movement signal, defined as the algebraic difference 
between the initial and displaced profiles (arrows) 

prior to movement detection, and (b) how should 
the filtered information be analyzed to produce a 
directional response? 

Detection of movement will be most reliable (i.e. 
free of error) if the incoming visual signal is initially 
filtered so as to transmit only those features that 
provide reliable movement cues, and suppress those 
that do not. Which features of the visual environment 
- or, equivalently, which spatial frequencies - are 
the most reliable? 

In order to answer this question, imagine that 
the array of photoreceptors in the eye views a random 
visual pattern with a spatial intensity profile as shown 
by the solid curve of Fig. 20a. Consider an instanta- 
neous displacement of this pattern to a new position, 
A ~ away, as shown by the dashed curve. The stimulus 
received by the photorecept0r array and therefore 
by the movement-detecting system - will be the alge- 
braic difference between the new intensity profile and 
the original one. The effective stimulus, or "move-  
ment signal", is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 20a, 
and redrawn separately below it. This is the signal 
that the visual system must use to detect motion and 
determine direction. 

On examining the movement signal, it becomes 
apparent that low spatial frequencies of the visual 
environment make a relatively small contribution to 
it. If the size of the displacement is A ~ then for all 

1 
spatial frequencies lower than ~ - ,  the lower the 

frequency, the smaller the contribution. This property 
is illustrated in Fig. 20b, c, which compare the move- 
ment signals produced by displacing sinusoids of 

1 1 A ~ . 
spatial frequency ~ -  and 12A'  by 

By Fourier-analyzing the movement signal pro- 
duced by displacing a spatially random pattern, one 
can calculate the extent to which various spatial fre- 
quencies of the retinal image contribute to the detec- 
tion of movement. This is done in Appendix B, where 
we derive the '*movement signal spectrum",  which 
specifies the power in the movement signal at various 
spatial frequencies. The derivation assumes that dis- 
placements are random in size, with sizes distributed 
in gaussian fashion as they apparently are during 
visually-guided flight (Fig. 21 a). 

The series of movement signal spectra in Fig. 21b 
have been calculated for random gaussian displace- 
ments with characteristic sizes of 10 ~ (uppermost 
curve), 20 ~ , 40 ~ and 100 ~ (lowest curve). This series 
of spectra illustrates three important aspects of the 
movement signal spectrum: 

(i) The contribution from low spatial frequencies 
is restricted because large displacements occur less 
frequently than small ones. 
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Fig. 21. a Orientation histograms, measured at various luminance levels, for a tethered fly (Musca) fixating a narrow vertical stripe 
in a closed-loop apparatus. This data has been redrawn from Fig. 5 of Reichardt and Poggio (1976), with the authors' permission, 
and experimental details can be found in Reichardt (1973). h Theoretical movement signal spectra, computed for a spatially random 
visual pattern undergoing displacements that are random in size, with sizes distributed in gaussian fashion, and with characteristic 
sizes as shown. For clarity, individual curves have been vertically shifted by arbitrary amounts, c Contrast-sensitivity functions of 
H1 DSMD, experimentally measured by using vertically-oriented reversing-contrast gratings, at luminances of 10 cd/m 2 (upper curve) 
and 0.01 cd/m 2 (lower curve). The curves shown are those that were used to approximate the data of Fig. 7. d Contrast-sensitivky 
functions of H1 DSMD, experimentally measured by using vertically-oriented gratings moving in the neuron's preferred direction at 
the indicated luminances. Data redrawn from Dvorak et al. (1980) 

(ii) T h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  f r o m  h i g h  spa t ia l  f r e q u e n c i e s  
is r e s t r i c t ed  by the  lens,  wh ich  acts  as a spa t i a l  l o w -  

pass  f i l ter  ( G o o d m a n ,  1968; Snyder ,  1979). 
(iii) I n t e r m e d i a t e  spa t ia l  f r e q u e n c i e s  m a k e  the  

la rges t  c o n t r i b u t i o n  to  the  m o v e m e n t  s ignal .  T h e r e -  

fo re  these  f r e q u e n c i e s  are  the  m o s t  re l iable ,  o r  no ise-  
free,  p r o v i d e d  tha t  the  spa t ia l  p o w e r  s p e c t r u m  o f  t he  

no i se  is u n i f o r m  o v e r  all f r equenc ies ,  i.e. f la t  (Snyde r  
and  S r in ivasan ,  1979). T h e  m o v e m e n t - d e t e c t i n g  sys- 
t e m  w o u l d  f u n c t i o n  wi th  the  sma l l e s t  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  
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error if it works with these frequencies and not the 
other, less reliable ones. 

Fig. 21c,d shows experimentally measured con- 
trast-sensitivity functions for comparison with the 
theoretically calculated movement signal spectra of 
Fig. 21b. The behavioural data (Fig. 21a) indicates 
that, at high levels of luminance, displacements of 
the visual scene are seldom larger than 10 ~ The move- 
ment signal spectrum corresponding to random gaus- 
sian displacements with a characteristic size of 10 ~ 
has its peak between 0.05 and 0.1 cycles/degree, and 
this coincides with the location of the peak of the 
experimentally measured contrast-sensitivity function 
(uppermost curves of Figs. 21c, d). As luminance is 
lowered, displacements become larger (Fig. 21 a). Pre- 
sumably, at lower light levels, poorer signal-to-noise 
ratios in the visual system preclude detection (and 
correction) of smaller displacements. As the charac- 
teristic size of the displacements increases, the peak 
of the theoretical movement-signal spectrum progres- 
sively shifts toward lower spatial frequencies 
(Fig. 21b). In other words, low spatial frequencies 
become increasingly important. Interestingly, the 
peak of the experimentallly-measured contrast-sensi- 
tivity function tracks this shift (compare Fig. 21 b with 
d). 

It would therefore seem that the peripheral stages 
of the movement-detecting pathway are designed to 
filter the visual signal in such a way as to transmit 
only those features (or spatial frequencies) that are 
rich in movement cues. At any given level of lumin- 
ance, this spatial prefiltering " tunes"  the movement 
detector to the frequencies that are most reliable, giv- 
en the "expected" size of displacements. It was pro- 
posed earlier in the Discussion that, as the luminance 
is decreased, the changes in filtering properties arise 
from increased widths of the excitatory centres of 
the sampling units' receptive fields, and elimination 
of the inhibitory flanks. 

We have discussed question (a), namely, how the 
retinal image should be filtered spatially to extract 
the richest movement cues. Let us now turn to ques- 
tion (b), and ask how the filtered signals, i.e. the 
outputs of the sampling units, should be analyzed 
to achieve maximum directional selectivity. 

Fundamentally, the perception of direction of mo- 
tion requires a comparison, or correlation, of signals 
that arise from two distinct regions of the visual scene 
(rev. Reichardt, 1969). In neuronal terms, this in- 
volves comparing signals from at least two sampling 
units as shown in Fig. 22. When a visual pattern 
moves toward the right, the signal from unit 1 will 
arrive at correlating site B after being delayed by 
At seconds, at about the same time as the signal from 
unit 2. Thus, correlator B will produce a response, 

I- z x ,  .I 

R 
Fig. 22. Minimal schematic representation of a directionally-selec- 
tive movement-detecting network. Details in text 

causing the output R of the network to be positive. 
When the pattern moves toward the left, correlator 
A will produce a response, causing the output R to 
be negative. The network of Fig. 22 is a minimal 
schematic representation of any directionally-selective 
neuronal network, regardless of the physiological 
mechanisms that are actually employed (Barlow and 
Levick, 1965; Thorson, 1966; Poggio and Reichardt, 
1976; Srinivasan and Bernard, 1976; Zaagman et al., 
1978; Torre and Poggio, 1978). 

We define directional selectivity as the algebraic 
difference between the responses evoked by moving 
a spatially random pattern toward the right and to- 
ward the left. What factors determine directional se- 
lectivity, and how can it be enhanced? 

Let us assume that the half-width A'~ of the 
excitatory centre of a sampling unit is given (i.e. 
specified by the prefiltering requirements), and ask 
how large ~'~ should be to achieve maximum direc- 
tional selectivity. In other words, how much overlap 
should there be between the receptive fields of a pair 
of correlating sampling-units? Assume for the mo- 
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ment that the time delay A t and the speed W of the 
pattern are fixed, and consider the effect of varying 
~ .  If A~ is made arbitrarily large, directional selec- 
tivity will diminish to zero because the signals from 
the two sampling units will be uncorrelated and the 
network will not discriminate rightward from left- 
ward motion. On the other hand, if A q~ is made 
arbitrarily small, directional selectivity will again di- 
minish to zero because the receptive fields of the 
sampling units will overlap to such an extent that the 
signals from the two units are identical and the two 
units become equivalent to one. Clearly, then, there is 
an optimum value of A~ which maximizes direc- 
tional selectivity. In Appendix C we show that this 
optimum value is given by 

J'4= 
1.67 

This relationship is independent of the speed of the 
pattern and the time delay A t. Interestingly, the same 
relationship also minimizes the time delay A t that is 
required to achieve a given degree of directional 
selectivity (see Appendix C). The latter property may 
be important if the overall response latency of the 
DSMD is limited by the time delay A t. 

Maximum directional selectivity requires that 
there be substantial overlap between the receptive 
fields of neighbouring sampling stations, as specified 
by the above relation. We have inferred from 
measurements of the contrast sensitivity function (see 
earlier) that the value of d ~  is 2.0 ~ at a luminance of 
10 cd/m 2 and 3.1 ~ when the luminance is reduced by 
3 log units. Using the above relation, the theoretically 
optimum values of A~ corresponding to these values 
of ~ are 1.2 ~ and 1.8 ~ respectively. From the cross- 
over experiments, the experimentally inferred va- 
lues of A~ are 1.3 ~ and 1.7 ~ respectively. Thus, it 
appears that the optimum relationship between 3~p 
and A q5 is approximately achieved and maintained over 
a luminance range of at least 3 log units, enabling the 
movement detector to maintain optimum directional 
selectivity over this range. 

In conclusion, a comparison of theoretically-de- 
rived movement signal spectra with experimentally- 
measured contrast sensitivity functions suggests that 
the movement detecting pathway prefilters the visual 
signal spatially in such a way as to extract reliable 
movement cues. The filtered information is then ana- 
lyzed to detect movement in a way that achieves maxi- 
mum directional selectivity. 

Role of Lateral Inhibition 

If the low-frequency attenuation of the contrast-sensi- 
tivity function is indeed due to lateral inhibition, as 

proposed earlier in the Discussion, then it appears 
that the role of lateral inhibition in this system is 
to suppress the low-spatial-frequency components of 
the visual scene - which are transmitted well by the 
lens, but provide relatively poor  or unreliable move- 
ment cues and to block the d.c. component,  which 
bears no movement cues whatsoever. In other words, 
lateral inhibition filters out signals which are of little 
or no use in detecting movement. 

DSMD neurons that are selective to horizontal 
motion apparently receive input from sampling units 
that have receptive fields with inhibitory flanks ex- 
tending only along the horizontal direction (see ear- 
lier). This experimental finding corroborates the role 
proposed for lateral inhibition, because it is precisely 
what is expected on the basis of this role. Circularly- 
symmetrical surround inhibition - as in the centre- 
surround organization of ganglion cells in the verte- 
brate retina would be unnecessary in a system that 
is specialized to detect motion in a specific direction. 
It could even be detrimental, because the inhibition 
along the vertical direction would work against the 
excitation from the centre and reduce the modulation 
that would otherwise be produced by vertically-or- 
iented features such as lines or edges, moving horizon- 
tally across the receptive field of each sampling unit. 
In this connection, it is interesting to note that move- 
ment detectors which have more than one preferred 
direction seem to be associated with sampling units 
that have "a l l -a round"  inhibition (Fig. 9). 

Movement Detection Versus Form Perception 

The criteria for designing a system that detects move- 
ment are not necessarily similar to those for design- 
ing a system that perceives form. For  example, a 
movement detector that is involved in visually-guided 
course control is merely required to report the occur- 
rence of movement, reliably and promptly. It does 
not have to be able to discriminate one shape from 
another. By the same token, such a movement de- 
tector does not have to possess high spatial acuity. 
There is no a priori need to preserve or reconstruct 
fine details of the visual scene at successive neural 
levels, if this detail does not provide reliable move- 
ment cues. It would not be surprising, therefore, if a 
design based on form perception is different from one 
based on movement detection. For example, G6tz 

(1965) calculates values of 0.62 to 0.88 for A p based 

on optimum imaging; Snyder et al. (1977) use the 
concept of maximum information capacity to derive 
values ranging from 1.1 to 2.0, depending upon lu- 
minance and contrast. 
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In perceiving form, the human visual system 
strives to reconstruct fine details of the visual scene 
- if their contrast is high - by using neural mecha- 
nisms to "deblur" the retinal image (Georgeson and 
Sullivan, 1975; Snyder and Srinivasan, 1979). The 
fly's movement detector, on the other hand, shows 
little evidence of operating in this fashion. Contrast- 
sensitivity functions of the movement detector, mea- 
sured using high criterion responses (i.e. with high- 
contrast gratings) are not dramatically different in 
shape from those measured using low criterion re- 
sponses (Dvorak et al., 1980). Apparently, this system 
is not specialized to encode the visual scene faith- 
fully, but rather to extract reliable movement cues 
from the retinal image. 

It is becoming increasingly likely that in many 
visual systems, including that of man, the functions 
of movement detection and form perception are per- 
formed by separate subsystems working in parallel, 
each presumably optimized to perform its own special 
task. 
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tography and Pauline Wallace and Pare Coote for typing the manu- 
script. This work benefited substantially from discussions with Si- 
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Appendix A 

Consider a sampling unit with a receptive field which has an 
excitatory centre characterized by a two-dimensional gaussian 
function with half-widths 3"~po~ and ~"fio, along the horizontal (x) 
and vertical (y) directions respectively. This receptive field is de- 
scribed by 

x 2 y 2 x 2 

kee-2.773 ( (~p~)+(~p , , ; ) )_k i  e 2.773 ( ( ~ , ) + ( ~ s  (A1) 

where the multiplying coefficients k~ and k~ specify the relative 
weighting of the excitatory and inhibitory zones, and where 2.773 
= 4 log~ 2. 

It can be shown that, for a receptive field specified by (A1), the 
contrast-sensitivity function along the horizontal direction (i.e. that 
measured with a vertically oriented grating) is given by 

and the contrast-sensitivity function along the vertical direction 
(i.e. that measured with a horizontally oriented grating) is given by 

CSFy=]%~ex~Peye t ~ ) - - k i ~ , x ~ P i y e  \1.67 l (A3) 

where v~ and vy denote spatial frequencies along the x and y 
2~ 

directions respectively, and a premuItiplying factor of has 
2.773 

been dropped, for simplicity. The calculation is similar to that of 
Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966), except that their formulation 
assumes a circularly-symmetrical receptive field (i.e. ~p~=~'~p~y, 
and X'~'i,= X'~'iy ) while ours does not. 

Expressions (A2) and (A3) together contain 6 parameters:  ke, 
ki, J~P~, ~PP~,, ~fiPi~ and ~'~iy. a computer was programmed to 

adjust the values of these parameters to fit (A2) and (A3) to the 
contrast-sensitivity functions measured along the horizontal  and 
vertical directions respectively (Fig. 7). The following parameter 
values yielded a least-squares fit. At high luminance (10 cd/m2): k e 

= 10.7~, k i= 1.27 , ~p~x=2.04 ~ ~ ' ~  =2.16 ~ j~&x= 10.52 ~ and ~p&. 
=2 .37 .  At low luminance (0.01 cd/m2): k~=0.57, k.=0.04, ~ p ~  
-3 .07  ~ ~'~e~ = 2.35 ~ ~ x =  19.92 ~ and 3-~po = 2.40~ 

The solid curves of Fig. 7 were plotted by substituting these 
parameter  values into (A2) and (A3). The receptive-field profiles of 
Fig. 17 were obtained by substituting the parameter  values into 
(A1) and setting y = 0  for the horizontal profiles, and x = 0  for the 
vertical profiles. 

Appendix B 

Here we derive expressions for the movement signal spectrum. 

Displacements of Fixed Size 

Consider a spatially random visu',d scene as in Fig. 20a, described 
by the intensity profile i(x), where i denotes intensity and x angular 
distance in degrees. The movement  signal that is created when this 
profile is suddenly displaced by A ~ is given by 

s(x) = i(x)-  i ( x -  A) (B 1) 

and its fourier transform is therefore (Bracewell, 1965): 

S(v) = I(v) [1 - e - J Z ~  ~a] (B2) 

where I(v) is the fourier transform of i(x), v denotes spatial 

frequency in cycles per degree, and j = l f ~ .  
The movement  signal spectrum M(v) is equal to IS(v)[ ~. Using 

(B2), the movement  signal spectrum is given by 

m(v) = 4  II(v)] 2 sin2(nvA). (B3) 

In the above expression, It(v)[ 2 is the spatial power spectrum of the 
visual scene. Assuming that the scene is spatially random, I/(v)l 2 is 
equal to a constant, independent of v. Here we assume for sim- 
plicity (and without any loss of generality), that the constant is 
equal to �88 so that 

M(v) = sin 2 (nvA). (B4) 

Displacements of Random Size 

Assume that dispIacements are random in size, with size specified 
by the probability density function P(A), where 

P(A)>O, - o o < A < c o  

and 

P(A) = 1. 
c o  

The movement  signal spectrum is then given by 

co 

M(v)=  ~ P(A) sin 2 (~vA)dA (B5) 
ao 

where the function sin 2 (nv A) describes the movement  signal spect- 
rum corresponding to a displacement of size A. 

For displacements that are random in size, with sizes distri- 
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buted in gaussian fashion with characteristic size D, we have 

I _(~-)~ P ( A ) = ~  e ( - -oo<A<oo)  

and (B5) can be written 

1 ~ e_(~-) 2 sin2(nvA)d A M (v)= ~ D  -| 

which, upon integration, gives 

M(v) = 1 - e-(~D)~ (B 6) 

where a premultiplying constant of �89 has been dropped, for sim- 
plicity. 

The spectra of (B4) and (B6) refer to the visual scene external 
to the eye. The movement signal spectrum at the level of the 
retina is obtained by multiplying these spectra by jL(v)l 2, where 
L(v) is the modulation transfer function of the lens. We use 
Snyder's formula for the modulation transfer function of the lens 
of an ommatidium (Snyder, 1979, p. 229): 

- 3  5 6  1 8 0  2,v 2 

L(v)=e " [ " a ] (B7) 

where 2 is the wavelength of light (microns) and d the diameter of 
the aperture of the ommatidium (microns). 

Assuming 2=0.51a and d=30p ,  (B7) can be approximately 
written 

L(v)=e 3.s6~. 

Thus, the movement signal spectrum at the retina is given by 

M(v)=e 7"~2~[sin2(nvA)] (BS) 

for a displacement of fixed size A, and 

M(v)=e- 7.12~[t_ e (~,o)~] (B9) 

for random-size displacements distributed in'gaussian fashion with 
characteristic size D. 

Expression (Bg) was used to compute the series of spectra of 
Fig. 2lb. 
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[dRa(~)] 
R - ~ 2 l _ ~ j ~ = ~ w  .At (C1) 

where the derivative of the autocorrelation function is evaluated at 

= - - .  Similarly, it can be shown that the response of the DSMD 
W 

neuron to a visual pattern moving toward the left with constant 
angular velocity W is identical to (C1), except negative in sign - 
that is, opposite in direction�9 Directional selectivity of the DSMD 
neuron, defined as the algebraic difference between the responses 
evoked by motion to the right and motion to the left, is equal to 
2R. (C1) demonstrates that, to a first-order approximation, direc- 
tional selectivity is proportional to time delay At. Directional 
selectivity per unit time delay wili be maximum when the quantity 
in square brackets is a maximum. This condition requires that the 
derivative of the autocorrelation function of a(t) be maximum at 

T =  , 

W 
It can be shown that the autocorrelation function Ra(z), nor- 

malized to unity at z = 0, is 

Ro(z) = e- [ ~ ]  2 (C 2) 

By differentiating (C2) twice, it can be shown that the maximum 
value of the derivative of R,(z) occurs at 

" C =  

1.67 W 

~4 
Setting this equal to ~ -  (as required by (C1)), we get 

1.67" (C3) 

This relationship achieves maximum directional selectivity per 
unit time delay. In other words, it ensures maximum directional 
selectivity for any given time delay, or, conversely, ensures mi- 
nimum time delay for any given degree of directional selectivity. 

Appendix C 

Here we derive the relationship between A'~ and ~ p  that maxim- 
izes the directional selectivity of the movement detector. We 
assume that (i) the schematic model of Fig. 22 is an accurate 
functional description of the movement-detecting process, (ii) each 
sampling unit has a gaussian receptive-field profile that is purely 
excitatory, with angular half-width X'~ (it can be shown that the 
inclusion of inhibitory flanks, with strengths and dimensions as 
inferred from the data, affects the final result by less than 5%), 
(iii) the speed of the visual pattern is small enough that the 
temporal filtering properties of the sampling units can be ignored. 

With reference to Fig. 22, consider a spatially random pattern, 
moving toward the right at constant angular velocity W. The 

output of correlator A will be Ra(~+At) ,wlaere Ra(z) denotes 
i 

the autocorrelation function of the response a(t) of sampling unit 1 
(rev. Reichardt, 1969). Similarly, the output of correlator B will be 

Ra (A~-At ) .  Therefore the response of the DSMD neuron to a 

visual pattern moving toward the right with velocity W will be 

which can be approximated to 
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